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INTRODUCTION

Wireless mesh networks provide reduced infra-
structure costs for access networks spanning up
to hundreds of square miles by reducing the use
of costly wired entry points that supply access to
the Internet [1]. Moreover, multiple redundant
wireless routes are able to route around network
faults to self-heal (Fig. 1). We define such net-
works as two-tier mesh networks, consisting of a
backhaul tier (mesh node to mesh node) and an
access tier (mesh node to client): instead of the
typical wireline backhaul, the wireless mesh
nodes forward data to and from wireline entry
points. Clients or access nodes throughout the
coverage area then connect to local mesh nodes
to receive connectivity back to the wireline net-
work. City-wide two-tier mesh networks are
becoming attractive for metropolitan areas of all
sizes and thereby reshaping the traditional roles
of municipal access networks. Many cities have
already deployed mesh networks to assist public
service and safety personnel (e.g., New Orleans,
San Mateo, and Chaska).1 Other cities, such as
Philadelphia,2 Houston,3 and San Francisco,
plan city-wide two-tier mesh deployments to
additionally provide public broadband Internet
access. A two-tier mesh testbed on the East End
of Houston provides Internet access to residents
of a low-income neighborhood spanning two
square miles.4 Moreover, a number of single-tier

networks such as in Champaign-Urbana5 have
been deployed via “organic growth” via volun-
teers vs. planned large-scale two-tier deploy-
ments for city-wide coverage.

These planned and existing deployments have
been facilitated by the IEEE 802.11 providing
standardized modulation types (802.11a, b, and
g) and service differentiation (802.11e). Further-
more, the security amendments to the standard
(802.11i) and multi-input multi-output (MIMO)
communication by Task Group n (TGn) can sig-
nificantly enhance mesh operation. In the Inter-
net Engineering Task Force (IETF), the Mobile
Ad Hoc Network (MANET) work group has
standardized many multihop routing protocols
such as Ad Hoc On-Demand Distant Vector
Routing (AODV), Dynamic Source Routing
(DSR), and Optimized Link State Routing
(OLSR). Now, the increasing demand for mesh
networks necessitates a new standard by which
networking manufacturers can extend the inter-
operability of hardware and software for multi-
vendor mesh network deployments. In 2004 a
task group (TGs) was formed to define the
Extended Service Set (ESS) mesh networking
standard. To date, the standard draft amend-
ment (802.11s) exists as a single proposal com-
prising select proposal characteristics from
various organizations [2]. The IETF has no such
group for mesh networking. There are three
technical challenges the IEEE 802.11s mesh
standard must solve so that current and future
deployments can effectively provide bandwidth
over large coverage areas:
• The efficient use of limited resources

(capacity and time) since intermediate
mesh nodes are used both to source and
forward data over the mesh

• The protection and conservation of
resources — in both securing data for sensi-
tive applications and conserving power for
long-term operation of mobile wireless
devices

• Providing fairness via elimination of spatial
bias; that is, assurance that mesh nodes
closer to gateway nodes do not achieve
higher throughput than mesh nodes of
greater hop counts

While others have created a survey of the exist-
ing literature on mesh networks [3], in this arti-
cle we motivate each of the three
aforementioned technical challenges through
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examples from existing mesh deployments, simu-
lation, and analytical models. We also describe
how each challenge is addressed in the initial
IEEE 802.11s standard.

The organization of the article is as follows.
We first provide an overview of the work and
define key terms of IEEE 802.11s mesh net-
works. We present the proposed IEEE 802.11s
routing and medium access control (MAC) layer
enhancements, respectively. We present the
802.11s methods to protect data in terms of
security and power management. Next, we
address the elimination of spatial bias through
the 802.11s congestion control mechanism. Final-
ly, we conclude the article. 

OVERVIEW: IEEE 802.11S
MESH NETWORKS

In this section we define the IEEE 802.11s draft
standard terms, MAC frames, channel selection,
topology discovery, and interworking mecha-
nisms.

KEY TERMS
The draft standard defines a mesh network as
two or more nodes that are interconnected via
IEEE 802.11 links which communicate via mesh
services and constitute an IEEE 802.11-based
wireless distribution system (WDS). A mesh link
is shared by two nodes who can directly commu-
nicate with one another via the wireless medium.
A pair of nodes that share a link are neighbors.
Any node that supports the mesh services of
control, management, and operation of the mesh
is a mesh point (MP). If the node additionally
supports access to client stations (STAs) or non-
mesh nodes, it is called a mesh access point
(MAP). A mesh portal (MPP) is an MP that has
a non-802.11 connection to the Internet and
serves as an entry point for MAC service data
units (MSDUs) to enter or exit the mesh (Fig.
2). An MPP and MAP may be collocated on one
device. The draft standard additionally defines
options for power-constrained MPs to be
lightweight, in which nodes are able to commu-
nicate only with their neighbors and do not use
the distribution system (DS) or provide conges-
tion control services. It additionally defines a
nonforwarding MP for leaf nodes that can fully
operate within the mesh even if no MAPs are
available (which a STA could not do). A mesh
network can have one operating channel or mul-
tiple operating channels. A unified channel
graph (UCG) is a set of nodes that are intercon-
nected on the same channel within a mesh net-
work.

CHANNEL SELECTION
After initialization, a node uses the Simple
Channel Unification Protocol where the MP
performs active or passive scanning of the neigh-
bors. If no neighboring MPs are found, the MP
can establish itself as the initiator of a mesh net-
work by selecting a channel precedence value
based on the boot time of the MP plus a random
number. If two disjoint mesh networks are dis-
covered (i.e., they are on different channels), the
channel is chosen according to the highest prece-

dence value. If the mesh is in the 5 GHz band,
the mesh is required to conform to the regulato-
ry requirements of the dynamic frequency selec-
tion (DFS) and radar avoidance to conform with
FCC UNII-R regulation.

TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY AND LINK STATE
Mesh points that are not yet members of the
mesh must first perform neighbor discovery to
connect to the network. A node scans neighbor-
ing nodes for beacons that contain at least one
matching profile, where a profile consists of a
mesh ID, path selection protocol identifier, and
link metric identifier. If the beacon contains a
mesh capacity element that contains a nonzero
peer link value (r and ept, refer to a later sec-
tion), the link can be established through a
secure protocol (Fig. 3).

INTERWORKING
Mesh portals bridge the wireless and wired net-
works. MPPs function as if on a single loop-free
logical layer 2 and interconnected layer 3 for
both the internal mesh and the external LAN

n Figure 1. In a mesh network there are redundant routes, which allows con-
nectivity even when wireless links fail. Here, the wireless link from B to E fails,
so the initial route (dashed arrow) changes to route around the failure (solid
arrow). For a full definition of IEEE 802.11s terms, refer to a later section.
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n Figure 2. IEEE 802.11s terms: A mesh portal connects to the wired Internet,
a mesh point just forwards mesh traffic, and a mesh access point additionally
allows stations to associate with it.
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segments. For layer 2, the MPPs use the IEEE
802.1D bridging standard, and at layer 3, routing
must be performed in a similar fashion to IP
gateway routers.

PATH SELECTION AND ROUTING
Mesh traffic is predominantly forwarded to and
from wireline gateway nodes forming a logical
tree structure. The Hybrid Wireless Mesh Proto-
col (HWMP) within the IEEE 802.11s draft
standard uses hierarchical routing to exploit this
tree-like logical structure and an on-demand
routing protocol to address mobility. The on-
demand routing protocol is based on AODV,
which uses a simple hop count routing metric
[4]. HWMP is the default routing protocol and
therefore must be implemented on all MPs. The
draft standard also defines an optional Radio
Aware-Optimized Link State Routing (RA-
OLSR) that uses multipoint relays, a subset of
nodes that flood a radio aware link metric, there-
by reducing control overhead of the routing pro-
tocol. In this section we define the radio-aware
metric and the HWMP routing protocol within
the draft standard. We then relate the standard’s
mechanisms to prior routing research in ad hoc
and mesh networks.

802.11S RADIO AWARE LINK METRIC
IEEE 802.11s defines a default link metric and
also provides for the use of alternate link metrics
for a UCG. All nodes must employ a radio-
aware path selection metric to ensure that a
routing metric can be agreed on. The Airtime
Link Metric is used to calculate each pairwise
link within the mesh and is defined to be the
amount of channel resources consumed by trans-
mitting the frame over a particular link. The air-
time cost ca is defined in terms of the modulation
rate r and bit error rate ept for a test frame of
size Bt,

(1)

where the channel access overhead Oca, protocol

overhead Op, and Bt are defined constants for
each 802.11 modulation type (Table 1). 

HYBRID WIRELESS MESH PROTOCOL
The IEEE 802.11s draft standard uses HWMP
to provide both on-demand routing for predomi-
nantly mobile topologies and proactive tree-
based routing for predominantly fixed
infrastructure networks. The hybrid protocol is
used when an MP does not have an on-demand
route to another MP and sends the first packet
to the root. Subsequent packets can be sent
along a shorter path that is found directly.

On-Demand Routing — With an on-demand
routing protocol, the network is not required to
use routes through the root node (or even have
a root node). Specifically, IEEE 802.11s MPs
can use a route request (RREQ) and route reply
(RREP) mechanism to discover link metric
information from source to destination. To
maintain the route, nodes send periodic RREQs
where the time between two different RREQs
transmitted at the same source is known as a
refresh-round. Sequence numbers are used per
refresh-round to ensure loop-free operation. To
avoid updating poor routes too quickly, hystere-
sis is used to maintain operation of the better
route if the updated RREQ from the original
route is lost or the RREQ from along another
route is delivered first in a particular round.
Each best candidate route is cached for later use
if loss occurs on a newly selected route.

Tree-Based Routing — When an MPP exists
within the topology, the network can use proac-
tive distance vector routing through the root to
find and maintain routes. The root announce-
ment is broadcast by the root MPP with a
sequence number assigned to each broadcast
round. Each node updates the metric as the
announcements are received and rebroadcast.
The MP chooses the best parent and caches
other potential parents. Periodic RREQs are
sent to parents to maintain the path to the root.
If the connection to the parent is lost (three con-
secutive RREQs), the MP will notify its children,
find a new parent, and send a gratuitous RREP
to the root, which all intermediate nodes use to
update their next-hop information about the
source.

RELATED WORK
The logical tree structure has been exploited
within multicast and broadcast routing mecha-
nisms for wireless networks [5] but not for uni-
cast delivery. There have been many on-demand
routing protocols for ad hoc networks, most
notably DSR and AODV, which were directly
compared in [6]. However, there has been very
little known work that incorporates both on-
demand routing with the advantages of a logical
tree structure for efficient unicast delivery of
packets. As for link metrics, the expected trans-
mission count (ETX) was studied on a single-tier
mesh testbed [7]. In a comparison of the route
metrics of ETX, per-hop round-trip time (RTT),
and per-hop packet pair, ETX had the best per-
formance for static networks, but when the
sender had mobility the simple hop count metric
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n Figure 3. Reference model for WLAN mesh interworking.
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outperformed ETX as it was not able to react
quickly enough to account for link quality
changes [8].

MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL
Due to multihop forwarding, flows of equiva-
lent throughput but differing hop count from
the gateway consume different amounts of net-
work resources according to the distance from
the portal node. Therefore, the available
resources must be efficiently allocated for the
network to effectively serve a large coverage
area. In this section we discuss the MAC layer
enhancements of synchronization and EDCA
optimizations within the 802.11s draft standard
that enable efficient allocation of mesh
resources in respect to both capacity and time.
For each, we discuss related work for such
MAC enhancements.

SYNCHRONIZATION
Proposed 802.11s Synchronization — Syn-
chronization is an optional feature for MPs.
With synchronization, each MP updates its
timers with time stamp and offset information
received in beacons and probe responses from
other MPs, thereby maintaining a common mesh
TSF time. The self time stamp τs from the per-
spective of the receiving MP is in terms of the
received time stamp τrd plus received offset δrd
minus the receiver offset δrx. Otherwise, synchro-
nizing MPs may choose to update their offsets
instead of the timers. The new self offset value
δs′ is updated when the τrd plus δrd is greater
than the τs plus the self offset δs. If ((τr + δrd) >
(τs + δs)), 

δs′ = τrd + δrd – τs. (2)

Synchronization plays a critical role in the
beaconing functionality of MPs (for the com-
plete beacon generation process refer to the
IEEE 802.11-1999 standard) and provides a
means for MPs to avoid beacon collisions. MPs
collect beacon timing information from neigh-
bors and set their TSF accordingly. Some MPs,
however, choose to be unsynchronized if com-
municating with MPs that do not support the
feature.

Related Work — Features such as multichannel
coordination and power saving mechanisms
require synchronization. Furthermore, there are
performance benefits such as improved fairness
with synchronization. For example, [9] establish-
es that starvation effects encountered in multi-
hop scenarios can be significantly alleviated with
synchronized contention; albeit the improve-
ments are significantly reduced if clocks drift
away from perfect synchronization.

ENHANCED DISTRIBUTED CHANNEL ACCESS
As a background, the EDCA mechanism allows
service differentiation in IEEE 802.11 networks
by using up to four different channel access
functions (CAFs) that each execute indepen-
dent backoff counters. The difference in abso-
lute values of timers and the maximum
contention window allows the differentiation of
traffic types.

Proposed 802.11s EDCA Optimizations —
The network allocation vector (NAV) is speci-
fied within control, data, and management
frames of IEEE 802.11 to inform other potential
transmitters when the medium will become free,
thereby reducing collisions. In the 802.11s draft
standard there is an optional enhancement to
the traditional NAV behavior in the form of a
full NAV to protect the medium until the end of
the TXOP, a packet by packet (PbP) NAV to
protect until the receipt of an acknowledgment
(ACK), and a NAV clearing mechanism to
inform the medium there has been no signal
transmitted for two short interframce spaces
(SIFS) plus clear-to-send (CTS) duration plus
two slot times. The latter reclaims the medium
for use in the case of an incomplete four-way
handshake.

Related Work — Scenarios for unnecessary
NAVs are outlined in [10], and a proposed NAV
clearing mechanism called Receiver Initiated
NAV Clearing is analyzed via simulation.

SECURITY
The IEEE 802.11s draft standard uses efficient
mesh security association (EMSA) to prevent
unauthorized devices from sending and receiving
traffic on the mesh, to both preserve resources
and protect against malicious attacks. Like sin-
gle-hop wireless LANs, EMSA uses the 802.11i
link level authentication model, which includes
802.1X authentication, key distribution, and
encryption of management frames. However, the
key difference in security for mesh networks as
opposed to traditional WLANs is that mesh APs
must act in both authenticator and supplicant
roles. In this section we discuss EMSA with
respect to role negotiation, authentication, and
key management as well as work related to mesh
security.

ROLE NEGOTIATION
An MP must function in two different roles in
order to be an authenticator for client nodes and
downstream MPs, and a supplicant to upstream
MPs. Furthermore, a single MP may set up mul-
tiple security relationships since there may be
paths to multiple MPs. When a node attempts to
join a mesh network, it must first discover what
authenticated key management (AKM) and
ciphersuites are available. Then each of the two
nodes must negotiate its role in the authentica-
tion process. If a node can reach an authentica-
tion server (AS) and the other cannot (typically
the node joining the mesh), the AS-connected
node becomes the authenticator. If both can

n Table 1. Airtime link metric constants.

Parameter 802.11a 802.11b Description

Oca 75 µs 335 µs Channel access overhead

Op 110 µs 364 µs Protocol overhead

Bt 8224 8224 Number of bits in test frame
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reach an AS, the node with the higher MAC
address becomes the authenticator, and the
remaining node becomes the ssupplicant.

AUTHENTICATION AND KEY MANAGEMENT
Once roles have been established, two nodes
will perform the four-way handshake as speci-
fied in 802.11i, resulting in a pairwise master
key (PMK). If this is the initial contact, the AS
will generate a fresh PMK for the exchange. In
the 802.11s draft standard PMKs can be cached
by the authenticator for faster reconnections
once the link has already been established.
After authentication occurs, the broadcast and
unicast payload is secured by the group tempo-
ral key (GTK) and pairwise transient key
(PTK), respectively, which are updated periodi-
cally by the AS. 

RELATED WORK
Potential denial-of-service attacks and their
implications have been explored for WLAN [11]
and ad hoc networks [12], with no work focusing
on features particular to mesh networks. A class
of research has explored securing wireless rout-
ing protocols, such as [13]. Finally, [14] secures
multihop wireless networks by a novel distribu-
tion of keys and a decentralized solution where
each node in the network is given equivalent
roles.

POWER MANAGEMENT
While MAPs are required to be continuously
awake, MPs may optionally support a power
save (PS) mechanism if they do not have a per-
manent connection to a power source. Fully
charged devices might stay awake continuously
to more efficiently forward traffic, but at critical
power levels could enter a sleep state to con-
serve power. In this section we discuss the PS
operation for MP to MP and MP to MAP com-
munication.

MESH POINT TO
MESH POINT COMMUNICATION

While in the PS mode, MPs periodically wake
and listen for DTIM beacons and remain awake
for the time window specified within the
announcement traffic indication message
(ATIM). MPs not entering the PS mode may
communication with PS MPs by buffering data
and delivering in three ways:
• Send the traffic in the agreed on schedule

as part of the automatic power save deliv-
ery (APSD).

• Send traffic during the ATIM window to
request PS-enabled MP to stay awake past
the ATIM window.

• Send a single Null-DATA packet during
ATIM window to reactivate a suspended
flow or change PS state.

MESH POINT TO MESH ACCESS POINT
COMMUNICATION

MAPs can support PS mode whether they are
synchronizing or not via the IEEE 802.11 infra-
structure power management operation. Fur-
thermore, if a synchronizing MP wishes to
communicate with a nonsynchronizing MAP, the
MP is required to be awake for the BSS DTIM
interval of each MAP with which it wishes to
communicate in addition to the required mesh
DTIM regular beacon frame intervals on which
to coordinate with synchronizing MP neighbors.
Lightweight MPs may act as a STA and associate
with an MAP as an alternate way to enter a PS
state if there is an MAP in the vicinity.

RELATED WORK
Power saving mechanisms in mobile ad hoc net-
works and sensor networks have been widely
studied. Ad hoc networks provide untethered
connectivity during mobility, thereby requiring
extended operation from a battery. Power saving
mechanisms for ad hoc networks are compared,
and the legacy power saving mechanism of IEEE
802.11 is fully defined in [15]. Likewise, because
sensors are small and have limited battery capac-
ity, they must also efficiently use power. In [16]
sensor nodes are synchronized and have duty
cycles consisting of wake and sleep epochs, with
message passing to notify neighbors of changes
to periodic sleep schedules.

CONGESTION CONTROL
Two-tier mesh networks aggregate traffic at the
portal nodes, resulting in a tree-like traffic pat-
tern. MPs contend for a share of portal band-
width as they forward traffic from MPs of greater
hop count from the portals. Under high load, if
there is no congestion control mechanism, the
MPs on the outer edges of the network will
obtain low throughput and are prone to starva-
tion [17]. This disproportionate usage of band-
width based on distance from the MPP is called
spatial bias. In this section we describe the con-
gestion control mechanism within the draft stan-
dard. We then present measurements from the
TFA deployment in Houston and other related
congestion control mechanisms for mesh net-
works.

n Figure 4. The fully backlogged parking lot traffic matrix upstream with each
flow equally rate limited at the source [17, Fig. 14].
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802.11S CONGESTION CONTROL

The draft standard outlines an optional hop-by-
hop congestion control mechanism. Each MP
observes the level of congestion based on the
amount of incoming and outgoing traffic (local
congestion monitoring). When the traffic
increases to a point such that the MP is unable
to forward and source data upstream as fast as
the incoming rate, congestion occurs, and the
MP must notify one-hop neighbors (local con-
gestion control signaling). These neighbors
respond by limiting the rate at which they are
sending to the congested MP (local rate con-
trol).

Local Congestion Monitoring — Two exam-
ple congestion detection monitoring schemes are
proposed in the standard. In the first, each MP
regulates incoming and outgoing data to mini-
mize the transit queue size, defined here to be
the difference between aggregate packets
received and transmitted at the MAC. With suf-
ficient queue size, a notification of congestion is
issued to one-hop neighbors. Alternatively, MPs
could use the queue size as a metric for detect-
ing congestion. Using lower and upper thresh-
olds, congestion can be controlled by signaling
congestion with probability equal to the queue
size minus the lower threshold normalized to the
difference between the upper and lower thresh-
olds.

Congestion Control Signaling — With suffi-
cient queue size, the congestion control request
notifies the previous hop of congestion experi-
enced at the signaling node so that the previous
hop can rate limit its transmission. A neighbor-
hood congestion announcement can be broad-
cast by the congested node, in which case all
immediate neighbors will limit their traffic based
on service differentiation criteria from a com-
mon EDCA parameter set by an expiration time.
Nodes may send out a specific congestion con-
trol message to selected nodes to request reduc-
tion of their offered traffic by some amount. The
receiving nodes can then use this to compute the
target rate n according to the channel capacity
C, average packet size P, average overhead per
packet in time units Toh, and time units t: 

(3)

Local Rate Control — Upon receiving either
congestion message, a node is responsible for
rate limiting its outgoing traffic. The node must
meter its own traffic and shape it according to
the data rate specified by the congestion control
request message. MAPs must also consider rate
control of the BSS traffic in addition to mesh
traffic. STAs do not require explicit knowledge
of the congestion control scheme since MAPs
can send CTS messages to themselves to free the
channel.

RELATED WORK
In [17] measurements are presented from a four-
hop three-flow linear topology, with all traffic
being long-lived upstream TCP flows. In Fig. 4 a

uniform static rate limit is used to explore the
fairness and spatial bias issue. The figure indi-
cates that some spatial bias occurs even when
rate limiting each node to the ideal fair rate of
450 kb/s per node (computed as a nine-single-
hop subflow, three-hop clique that mutually con-
tends for a 4 Mb/s capacity link). Furthermore,
as the static rate limit value is increased, the first
hop MP achieves 1 Mb/s (full rate) compared to
100 kb/s at the last hop. Other experiments from
the article show that if no rate limiting is used,
starvation occurs at the last node. Since traffic
demand is highly variable within mesh access
networks, a dynamic rate control scheme (i.e.,
congestion control algorithm) is clearly needed.
The draft standard provides an optional mecha-
nism for realizing mesh congestion control but
leaves the algorithm itself unspecified.

CONCLUSION
In this article we illustrate how the developing
IEEE 802.11s ESS mesh networking standard
draft addresses the technical challenges of the
pervasive deployment of wireless mesh networks,
the efficient allocation of mesh resources (rout-
ing and MAC layers), the protection of network
resources (security and power savings), and the
elimination of spatial bias (congestion control).
We outline the current state of the standard with
respect to examples from current deployments,
simulations, and analytical models to both moti-
vate and discuss the efficacy of such a standard.
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